
SKILLER SGK50 S4 
BAREBONE ISO
With the SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barebone, Sharkoon presents its popular 
gaming keyboard as a version that now has no switches or keycaps. 
Every switch and keycap can thus be chosen according to personal  
requirements and tastes.  For maximum style and gaming fun, a compact 
60 percent layout brings all the technical highlights together, such as  
lighting control, macros, and keyboard shortcuts.

Features

FLEXIBLE CUSTOMIZATION
The SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barebone does not come with any switches or 
keycaps and so allows maximum freedom for choosing the ones needed.  
The keyboard is compatible with both 3-pin and 5-pin switches and,  
whatever the required language, can accommodate all standard ABS or 
PBT keycaps for the appropriate layout.    

PRACTICAL DESIGN
Thanks to its handy size, which is 60 percent of a three-block keyboard, 
the SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barebone saves a considerable amount of desk 
space. The additional space allows wide-sweeping mouse movements 
and a lot more room, even in hectic situations. The keyboard is made 
complete with a stylish spiral cable as well as two pairs of feet to raise or 
lower the typing angle. 

SPEEDY SWAPPING
With its hot-swap function, the SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barebone enables 
the fast swapping of both 3- and 5-pin switches to adapt the keyboard 
to your own style or to meet the needs of its next application. The tools, 
which are included with the keyboard, provide the quick and easy  
replacement of both switches and keycaps. 

MACROS COMPLETELY WITHOUT SOFTWARE
The SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barebone does not need any separate software 
when recording macros: Up to two macros, each with up to 16 actions, 
can be easily set up or overwritten, using just a few key combinations.  

ILLUMINATION AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON
The keyboard illumination can be set up as desired with just a few com-
mands and in up to 16.7 million colors. You can choose between different 
single-colored and multi-colored lighting effects in different variations.

Specifications
Product Name SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barbone ISO
Color Versions Black, White
Type Gaming Keyboard
Switch Technology Hot-Swap
Number of Keys 62
Illumination RGB
Adjustable Illumination 

Lighting Effects 

Max. Polling Rate 1,000 Hz
Form Factor 60 % layout
Onboard Memory  
for Game Profiles



Capacity of Onboard Memory 32 kB
Detachable Cable 

Weight without Cable 413 g
Weight incl. Cable 473 g
Dimensions (L x W x H) 293 x 102.55 x 27 mm
Supported Operating Systems Windows

Key Properties
Function Keys with  
Preset Multimedia Actions



N-Key Rollover Support 

On-The-Fly Macro Recording 

Cable and Connectors
Connector USB Type-C
Spiral Cable 

Cable Length 180 cm
Gold-Plated USB Plug 

Package Contents
SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barbone, Keycap Puller Tool, Switch Puller Tool, 
USB Cable (180 cm)

EAN Code
SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barbone - ISO Layout - Black 4044951038459
SKILLER SGK50 S4 Barbone - ISO Layout - White 4044951038466

For information on country-specific layouts, please contact us.
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